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Extremely low frequency wave 
localization via elastic foundation 
induced metamaterial with a spiral 
cavity
Myung Hwan Bae1, Wonjae Choi1,2, Jong Moon Ha1, Miso Kim3 & Hong Min Seung1,2*

We proposed a metamaterial which exhibits elastic wave localization at extremely low frequencies. 
First, we opened an extremely low bandgap via elastic foundations. Subsequently, we investigated 
wave localization by imposing normal defect, which is widely used to capture waves in conventional 
wave localization systems. However, there were limitations: wave localization was not achieved when 
a weak bandgap is generated, and the operating frequency of localization is still in the upper part of 
the bandgap. To overcome wave localization via the normal defect, we proposed a novel metamaterial 
with a spiral cavity which can tune the resonating frequency depending on the length of the spiral 
path. By imposing on the spiral cavity inside the elastic foundation-induced metamaterial, we can 
shift the resonating frequency of the cavity down. Finally, we carried out wave simulations, not only 
to support the previous eigenfrequency study for the supercell, but also to verify that the finite-size 
metamaterial can also achieve wave localization at the extremely low frequencies. Through wave 
simulations, we could observe wave localization even at 77.3 Hz, which is definitely the lower part of 
the extremely low bandgap.

Over the last decade, focusing of elastic waves to one spot has attracted significant attention due to its promising 
potential in various practical applications, for example highly efficient energy harvesters, imaging systems with a 
high resolution, noise-cancelling systems, and vibration isolators. To achieve the spatial focusing of elastic waves, 
many researchers have fabricated periodic array of unit cells which are smaller than the wavelength, so called 
metamaterial. Since metamaterials can exhibit extraordinary phenomena, such as negative density, negative 
stiffness, or negative refraction, various ways have been presented to focus the elastic wave energy at a certain 
spot. Intuitively derived from classical wave devices, parabolic mirror metamaterials or funnel metamaterials 
have been proposed to gather the energy of wave at the focal  point1–3. Furthermore, an elastic wave beyond a 
lens-like metamaterial can be localized at the focal point based on the gradient index of the phononic  crystal4–6 
or based on the  metasurface7. In addition, graded-pillar shape  metasurface8, acoustic black  holes9,10, coiling up 
 space11, and resonant defect inside a phononic  crystal12–14 were presented as methods to localize the elastic wave.

Among the various metamaterials or metasurfaces used to focus elastic waves, resonant defect inside the 
phononic crystal is one of the most widely used since it is not only less affected by the direction of wave inci-
dence, but also plane-type defect has an advantage in terms of the attachment of piezoelectric patch. Resonant 
defect inside phononic crystals can localize elastic wave with the generation of bandgap, the frequency range 
where wave propagation is forbidden. When the incident wave’s frequency is similar to the resonant frequency 
of the inside defect, the only inside defect shows standing wave motion since the neighboring unit cells form the 
bandgap. Based on this type of focusing mechanism by wave localization, recent studies on resonant defect inside 
phononic crystals have expanded to show a highly enhanced performance. Qi et al.15 theoretically showed that 
resonant defect inside acoustic metamaterial with piezoelectric transducers can produce electrical power from 
acoustic pressure. Park et al.16 experimentally verified wave localization based on an octagonal phononic crystal 
plate. To broaden the bandgap range, which is the sufficient condition of wave localization, Jo et al.17 designed 
a graded defect inside phononic crystal. In addition, to broaden the operating frequency of resonant defect, 
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phononic crystals with double defect  mode18 or phononic crystals with multi-mode  cavity19 were proposed. Ma 
et al.20 presented a Helmholtz resonator-based metamaterial to induce a shift of the operating frequency. Jo et al.21 
investigated the performance of wave localization depending on the location and the size of the defect. Moreover, 
Lee et al.22 achieved highly dense wave localization by optimizing the impedance between the phononic crystal 
and the piezoelectric sensors.

Despite recent explosive reports on wave localization, it has a limitation in the view of the frequency range. 
Few studies have been conducted on wave localization at low frequencies. This is because conventional phononic 
crystals have trouble generating the bandgap at the low frequency. Huge size of unit cell which corresponds to half 
of the wavelength should be designed to generate a Bragg-bandgap where wave motion is interfered by the reverse 
motion between neighboring unit  cells23–26. Generally, locally resonance-based metamaterials can exhibit the low 
frequency bandgap by adjusting the ratio of the internal mass to the unit  cell27–30; however, it is hard to design an 
inside defect that exhibits resonant motion within the bandgap range since locally resonant metamaterials have 
difficult achieving a broad bandgap. Several studies have opened the broad bandgap by inducing the conversion 
from translational motion to rotational motion with an extremely low rotational  stiffness31–33. However, these 
bandgaps are not appropriate for achieving a system for wave localization due to its structural weakness caused 
by the very low rotational stiffness. Likewise, soft phononic crystal, which can exhibit low frequency bandgap, is 
not suitable for wave localization at the low frequencies considering that it is hard to assure structural reliability 
for a long time due to the large  deformation34–36.

Here, it is worth noting that the extremely low bandgap can be induced by elastic  foundation37–41. Wave 
localization is expected to be achieved at the extremely low frequency if we harness the bandgap induced by 
the elastic foundation, without the size problem of the Bragg-bandgap or without a narrow range of resonance 
bandgap. In addition, because the defect should be tuned to have a resonant frequency which corresponds to 
the extremely low bandgap, it is also worth noting studies on spiral  metamaterials42–49. Shen et al.42 realized 
a spiral metamaterial plate that exhibits resonance motion at the low frequency. Additionally, highly tunable 
spiral metamaterials which include a magnetic force on the spiral unit cells were proposed to control the low 
frequency  vibration43,44. Parametric modulations in spiral metamaterials enable manipulation of the direction 
of elastic wave  propagation45 and present topological  transitions45,46. Tian et al.47 proposed a metamaterial with 
an embedded spiral unit cell to merge the Bragg-bandgap and local resonance bandgap. Recently, the spiral 
metamaterials have been harnessed in various engineering applications such as breakwater systems against tidal 
 waves48 and a flexible haptic  sensor49.

To achieve wave localization at the extremely low frequencies, in this paper, we propose a metamaterial by 
combining the elastic foundation-induced bandgap and a spiral cavity for tuning the resonant frequency. Figure 1 
shows the scheme of the proposed metamaterial for the extremely low frequency localization (consisting of a 
discrete model, dispersion of the supercell, and wave mode at the extremely low frequencies). As in Fig. 1a general 
phononic crystal with a normal defect exhibits a high frequency bandgap and a flat band inside the bandgap. 
Since the bandgap is not generated at the extremely low frequencies, wave localization cannot be achieved via 
a general phononic crystal with normal defect. While, as shown in Fig. 1b, the proposed metamaterial exhibits 
the extremely low frequency bandgap by the elastic foundation and a flat band at the extremely low frequency 
due to the tunable resonating cavity depending on the spiral length. Therefore, wave localization at the extremely 
low frequency can be achieved.

Results
Elastic foundation induced an extremely low frequency bandgap. We introduce a metamaterial 
which can exhibit an extremely low frequency bandgap. Based on the existing study on the elastic foundation 
induced  bandgap37–41, we designed the metamaterial by imposing an additional fixed boundary to each unit cell 
of a general phononic crystal plate, as shown in Fig. 1b. The specific design of the metamaterial for the extremely 
low frequency bandgap is presented in Fig. 2. The unit cell of our metamaterial is a 30 mm by 30 mm square plate 
with a thickness of 2 mm. Inside the square plate, a cross-shaped perforation is punched, and X-shaped double 
bars are designed across the perforation. In addition, at the centroid of the unit cell, 5 mm column whose bot-
tom is fixed supports the X-shaped double bars. All materials of the geometric parts including the square plate, 
X-shaped double bars, and vertical column, are designed as aluminum, with Young’s modulus of 70 GPa, mass 
density of 2700 kg/m3 , and Poisson’s ratio of 0.33. In general, the dispersion relation in the irreducible Brillouin 
zone can be obtained by approaching the Bloch condition to the unit cell with the eigenvalue problem as:

where K and M denote the stiffness matrix of the unit cell and the mass matrix of the unit cell, respectively, and φ 
represents the eigenmode of the unit cell for an angular frequency ω . More details of the periodic solution from 
the unit cell study instead of solving the governing equation for an elastic wave that travels in an inhomogeneous 
elastic medium can be found in Supplementary S1. Since our metamaterial has an additional fixed boundary, 
which can be distinguished from the general phononic crystal plate, here we can simply formulate the equation 
of motion as new eigenvalue problem by considering an additional stiffness matrix from Eq. (1),

where G denotes the additional stiffness matrix by the elastic foundation effect. As in Fig. 2a, due to the X-shaped 
double bars and the vertical column, the unit cell exhibits motion by the elastic foundation. Note that the bottom 
of the vertical column is fixed at a zero displacement to express the elastic foundation, as shown in Fig. 2b. To 
show the band structure of the proposed metamaterial, we carry out the calculation to obtain ω with varying κ as 

(1)[K− ω2M]φ = 0

(2)[K + G− ω2M]φ = 0
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Ŵ − X −M− Ŵ shown in Fig. 2c by using the structural module of COMSOL Multiphysics 5.450. We performed 
a parametric study by increasing tc from 0 to 0.5 mm with an interval of 0.1 mm in order to intuitively show the 
tendency of bandgap generation at the extremely low frequency. One can easily figure out that parameter tc (high-
lighted as purple in Fig. 2a) is significant for determining the magnitude of matrix G since the bending stiffness 
of the X-shaped double bars influences the z-directional displacement of the plate. It can also be interpreted that 
the greater the magnitude of parameter tc , the more dominant the effect of the elastic foundation for the flexural 
wave motion. Figure 3 shows the dispersion relation depending on the thickness of the X-shaped double bars 
tc in the frequency range below 10,000 Hz. To focus on flexural modes, the polarization ratio β is defined  as19

where the notation ∗ denotes the complex conjugate and v represents the entire volumetric domain of the unit 
cell. If the polarization ratio β is close to 1.0 (colored red), the flexural mode is dominant, whereas if β is close 
to 0.0 (colored blue), the mode is an in-plane mode for the z-direction. As a result of a parametric study with 
an increase in tc from 0.0 to 0.5 mm, we can obtain an institution for bandgap generation at the extremely low 
frequency. Obviously, the bandgap cannot be observed in Fig. 3a where the case does not possess any elastic 
foundation. However, in Fig. 3b where tc is 0.1 mm, the extremely low frequency bandgap cut off at 109.6 Hz is 
generated. Even in the case where tc is 0.5 mm, the extremely low frequency complete bandgap is broadly gener-
ated from 0 to 1002.1 Hz, as shown in Fig. 3f. From this parametric study, it can be observed that the increase in 
the stiffness of the foundational springs leads to the generation of the broad complete bandgap covering the zero 

(3)β =

∫∫∫
v uzu

∗
z dxdydz∫∫∫

v (uxu
∗
x + uyu∗y + uzu∗z )dxdydz

Figure 1.  Scheme to achieve the extremely low frequency wave localization. (a) A general phononic crystal 
with defect and (b) Elastic foundation-induced metamaterial with a spiral cavity.
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frequency. In addition, the extremely low frequency bandgap can be achieved through the elastic foundation. The 
effectiveness of harnessing the elastic foundation to obtain the extremely low frequency bandgap is compared 
with the bandgap by the general phononic crystal in Supplement S2.

Figure 2.  Unit cell with elastic foundation. (a) 3D view of the unit cell. (b) Geometric information from the 
side view. (c) Geometric information from the top view with the first irreducible Brillouin zone. (unit is in mm).

Figure 3.  Band structure for varying stiffness of elastic foundation effect. The thickness of the X-shaped double 
bars tc is increased.
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Wave localization using the normal defect. Following the parametric study on the extremely low fre-
quency bandgap, the wave localizations are achieved by imposing a plane-type defect unit cell inside the elastic 
foundation induced metamaterial. Since this plane-type defect without any perforation is widely adopted to 
achieve wave localization based on phononic crystal structures, it can be called as a normal defect. As presented 
in Fig. 4, we investigate wave localization using normal defect inside a 7 by 7 supercell. At the center of the 7 by 
7 supercell, we substitute a unit cell into a normal defect without a fixed boundary, as in Fig. 4a. Additionally, 
the irreducible Brillouin zone is newly defined as Ŵ′ − X′ −M′ to obtain the band structure of the normal defect 
inside the supercell, as shown in Fig. 4b. Along the Ŵ′ − X′ boundary, we perform a parametric study of the 
supercell as the thickness of the X-shaped double bars tc—increases from 0.0 to 0.5 mm with 0.1 mm intervals. 
From the supercell analysis, we plot the dispersion curve only for flexural modes whose polarization ratio β is 
close to 1.0, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows the cases where tc is 0.0 mm, 0.1 mm, and 0.2 mm, whereas 
Fig. 6 shows the cases where tc is 0.3 mm, 0.4 mm and 0.5 mm. Even at a glance, Figs. 5 and 6 clearly show a 
prominently different state of wave localization. The cases of Fig. 5 exhibit wave propagation rather than wave 
localization, whereas the cases of Fig. 6 exhibit wave localization at the defect unit cell. Figures 5 and 6 show the 
dispersion relation for the flexural wave by focusing on the lowest branch (marked as purple circle). On the dis-
persion curves of the flexural wave, the cut-off frequency or the range of the bandgap from the result of Fig. 3 are 
also expressed in orange color. The mode shapes below are extracted from the lowest flexural wave mode, where 
the wavevector κ is equal to X′ . To help compare the mode shapes, all mode shapes in Figs. 5 and 6 are normal-
ized with the maximum displacement in the case of Fig. 6c where tc is 0.5 mm. First, because the extremely low 
frequency bandgap is not generated in the case of Fig. 5a, the propagating wave mode is observed at the point 
where the wavevector is X′ and the frequency is 70.3 Hz, as marked by the gray star. Although Fig. 5b, where 
tc is 0.1 mm, shows the extremely low frequency bandgap, the propagating wave mode is formed at the point 
where the wavevector is X′ and the frequency is 130.3 Hz, as marked by the green star. It can be interpreted that 
because 130.3 Hz is higher than the estimated cut-off frequency of 109.6 Hz, the wave cannot be captured at the 
defect although the bandgap is generated. Figure 5c, where tc is 0.2 mm also shows the propagating wave mode 
at the point marked with the blue star. Notwithstanding, the frequency of 290.2 Hz is slightly higher than the 
estimated cut-off frequency of 288.2 Hz, the wave mode at X′ does not match the bandgap and the wave cannot 
be captured at the defect.

However, in the cases shown in Fig. 6, we can observe the localized wave mode. In Fig. 6a, where tc is 0.3 mm, 
the frequency of the mode at X′ , 491.2 Hz is lower than the estimated cut-off frequency of 503.2 Hz. Moreover, 
the slope of the lowest flexural branch is nearly zero. With the emergence of this flat branch, wave localization at 
the center defect can be achieved. Figure 6b, where tc is 0.4 mm, shows a more localized wave mode than the case 
of Fig. 6a. The frequency of the mode at X′ , 710.0 Hz is sufficiently lower than the estimated cut-off frequency of 
743.8 Hz, and even the slope of the lowest flexural branch has a slightly negative value. Similar to the shift from 
Fig. 6a, b, the shift from Fig. 6b, c also strongly supports wave localization phenomena. Figure 6c exhibits the 
most superior wave localization performance among the cases shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The frequency of the mode 
at X′ , 931.4 Hz is lower than the cut-off frequency of 1002.1 Hz and the slope of the lowest branch has a slightly 
negative value. From this tendency, one can easily notice that the wave localization becomes stronger when the 
value of tc increases—as the cut off frequency becomes higher, the relative location of the flat band becomes 
lower. Through this study, we can achieve localization of the flexural wave in the extremely low bandgap under 
the condition where the lowest mode should exist inside the bandgap.

Figure 4.  Wave localization using the normal defect. (a) Substituting the center unit cell with the plane-type 
defect. (b) The first irreducible Brillouin zone of the supercell.
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Wave localization using spiral cavity. Although the proposed metamaterial with the elastic foundation 
can exhibit the extremely low frequency bandgap, wave localization cannot occur when the inside defect is not 
under the resonance state. Hence, to induce the extremely low frequency resonance of the inside defect, we 
propose a spiral cavity which can exhibit resonance modes at the extremely low frequencies instead of a normal 
defect. Recently, these spiral shape metamaterials have attracted much attention to achieve the low frequency 
bandgap based on the unit cell with a long spiral  path42–49. Due to the unique structure of the spiral shape whose 
inner circle acts as a mass and whose rounding path acts as a bending spring, its effective density or stiffness can 
be tuned by focusing on the length of the spiral path or the ratio of the inner circle part. As shown in Fig. 7, we 
propose a novel metamaterial by combining the elastic foundation and the spiral cavity. The spiral path initiates 
at a point 9 mm apart in the x-direction from the centroid of the square lattice. The spiral path with a width of 
0.5 mm can be defined by introducing an angle of the path θ . Thus, the radius from the centroid to the end of the 
spiral path can be expressed as:

since the gap between the spiral path is also 0.5 mm. According to Eq. (4), when the angle of the path θ is 
1.00 π , R is 10 mm and when θ increases to 2.00 π , R becomes 11 mm.

By increasing the length of the spiral path or the angle of the spiral path, we approached extremely low fre-
quency wave localization for the case of Fig. 5b, where wave localization was not achieved. (In the case of Fig. 5b, 
where tc is 0.1 mm, the lowest flexural mode at X′ is formed at 130.3 Hz which is out of the bandgap whose cut 
off frequency is 109.6 Hz.) Fig. 8 shows the results of increasing the angle of the spiral path θ from 0.00π to 
2.00π with an interval of 0.25π . In the case where θ is 0.00π , we obtained 129.7 Hz, which may have originated 
from the cut of the circular edge from the reference square lattice. The frequency of the lowest flexural mode at 
X′ continuously decreases as the angle of the spiral path varies up to 2.00π . When the angle of the spiral path is 
2.00π , the lowest flexural mode at X′ is formed at 99.4 Hz. Note again that the cut-off frequency of the extremely 
low bandgap was 109.6 Hz under the condition where the thickness of the X-shaped double bars tc is 0.1 mm. 
Hence, one can interpret that the resonance frequency of the lowest flexural mode at X′ is shifted from out of 
the bandgap to the inside of the bandgap as the spiral cavity is tuned. Most importantly, wave localization is 
accomplished as shown in the subset of Fig. 8 which shows the top view of the mode shapes. Each mode shape is 
normalized with the maximum amplitude of each mode to easily grasp each localization state. Wave localization 
cannot be observed in the mode shapes of the reference case or the 0.00π case. When introducing the spiral cavity 

(4)R = 9+ θ/π

Figure 5.  Not localized wave from the supercell analysis. tc is (a) 0.0 mm, (b) 0.1 mm and (c) 0.2 mm.
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Figure 6.  Localized wave from the supercell analysis. tc is (a) 0.3 mm, (b) 0.4 mm and (c) 0.5 mm.

Figure 7.  Substitution of the spiral cavity inside the elastic foundation-induced metamaterial. The inset shows 
the geometric information of the spiral cavity from the top view.
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with the path such as the cases for 0.25π ~ 0.75π , a separation of motion between the cavity and the plate begins 
to occur. Eventually, the decrease in the frequency of the lowest flexural mode due to the increase in the angle of 
the spiral path induces wave localization, where the plate has nearly zero motion and only the cavity is vibrating. 
Through this investigation which introduces the spiral cavity, we showed wave localization at the extremely low 
frequency for the case where wave localization was not achieved by the conventional plane defect, normal defect.

Next, we also show the tuning the cavity mode when the resonance frequency of the cavity still exists in 
the high part of the bandgap. In Fig. 6c where tc is 0.5 mm, wave localization was achieved at a frequency of 
931.4 Hz which is lower than the cut-off frequency of the bandgap of 1002.1 Hz. We consider three cases with 
spiral path angles of 1.00π , 2.00π , and 3.00π . Figure 9 shows the result with the reference case for the normal 
defect. To highlight the shift of the wave localization mode, we plot only the lowest flexural modes. Moreover, 
the plots of the mode shapes neighboring the cavity cell correspond to each mode at X′ , marked by the colored 
stars. Each mode shape is normalized with each maximum z-directional amplitude uz . First, as shown in Fig. 9a, 
the flat band is located at 933.1 Hz in the upper part of bandgap. However, Fig. 9b shows that when the angle 
of the spiral path is 1.00π , the location of the flat band is significantly lower (to 142.3 Hz where the lower part 
of bandgap and the mode shape are marked with a green star). Also, Fig. 9c, when the angle of the spiral path 
is 2.00π , shows a flat band at 100.8 Hz and Fig. 9d, when the angle of the spiral path is 3.00π , shows a flat band 
which exists at 77.0 Hz. In each case, flat bands definitely exist in the lower part of the bandgap whose range is 
from 0 Hz to 1002.1 Hz. The localized mode can shift from the upper part of the bandgap to the lower part of 
bandgap by introducing the spiral cavity which is tunable depending on the spiral path.

Verification. Since the analysis of the previous sections has a limitation due to assumption of the infinite 
periodicity, we carried out wave propagation simulation to verify the wave localization at the extremely low 
frequencies for the proposed elastic foundation-induced metamaterial with the spiral cavity. The flexural wave 

Figure 8.  Frequency of the lowest flexural mode at X′ as the angle of the spiral path increases.
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localization is verified based on the cases of the previous section, such as 142.3 Hz, 100.8 Hz, and 77.0 Hz. The 
detailed setup of the wave simulation can be found in the Method section. Figure 10 shows the wave simulation 
result when the lowest flexural waves are localized. In each case, a harmonic displacement of 0.1 mm is imposed 
on the line source and captured the mode shapes when wave localization is achieved. The insets show the top and 
side views of the cavity part. It can be seen that the flexural wave from the line source cannot propagate beyond 
the metamaterial since wave localization is achieved in each case. As shown in Fig. 10a, the lowest flexural wave 
is localized at the frequency of 934.8 Hz with the maximum amplitude of 3.83 mm. As shown in Fig. 10b, the 
lowest flexural wave is localized at a frequency of 143.2 Hz with a maximum amplitude of 2.69 mm in the case 
where the angle of the spiral path is 1.00π . Furthermore, the lowest flexural wave is localized at 101.2 Hz with a 
maximum amplitude of 2.84 mm in Fig. 10c where the angle of the spiral path is 2.00π . Here, when the direction 
of wave incidence and the shape of the spiral path are considered, the result is obtained for the spiral cavity which 
was rotated by 180◦ . Finally, as shown in Fig. 10d, in the case where the angle of the spiral path is 3.00π , the 
lowest flexural wave is localized at a frequency of 77.3 Hz with a maximum amplitude of 3.76 mm. The gaps in 
the operating frequency of the cavity between the supercell analysis and wave simulation are insignificant—even 
in the case of Fig. 10d where the angle of the spiral path is 3.00π , the gap is only 0.3 Hz. Although the maxi-
mum amplitudes used in the normalization of each mode shape are measured with different values from 3.83, 
2.69, 2.84, and 3.76 mm, the comparison of localization performance between the four cases is not valid since 
we sweep the frequencies with an interval of 0.1 Hz. A finer frequency interval should be applied to compare 
the wave localization performances between the four cases. However, since the main goal of this study is not to 
enhance the performance of wave localization but to show the extremely low frequency wave localization, we 
conclude that wave localization in the extremely low frequencies is achieved with a similar level of performance, 
given that the scale of the maximum amplitude for each case is similar. From the results of the wave simulations, 
we verified that the proposed elastic foundation-induced metamaterial with the spiral cavity can achieve wave 
localization at the extremely low frequencies, especially for the metamaterial with finite size.

Methods
The setup of the wave simulation is shown in Fig. 11. First, we numerically design a 210 mm by 210 mm meta-
material with 48 unit cells with the elastic foundations and one spiral cavity to create the finite version of the 
7 by 7 supercell. Next, we add aluminum layers with a width of 2000 mm, height of 210 mm, and a thickness 
of 2 mm at the left side of the metamaterial, with half of this layer added to the right side of the metamaterial. 
Additionally, to prevent the wave from reflecting, we set the perfect matched layer at the end of both the left and 
right sides and define the periodic boundary at the upper and the lower parts. We mark a line 1000 mm from 
the metamaterial to impose a harmonic displacement of 0.1 mm. Wave simulations are carried out based on the 

Figure 9.  Band-structure by the supercell analysis for elastic foundation metamaterials with spiral cavities 
when tc is 0.5 mm. (a) Reference cavity without the spiral path. (b) The angle of the spiral path is 1 π , (c) the 
angle of the spiral path is 2 π , and (d) the angle of the spiral path is 3 π.
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frequency domain module in COMSOL Multiphysics. Since the frequency of wave localization from the supercell 
analysis based on eigenfrequency study differs slightly from the wave simulation based on the frequency domain 
study, we imposed a sweep of the frequencies on the line source to draw the localized mode.

Figure 10.  Simulation results. (a) Normal defect and (b, c, d) path of spiral cavity: 1 π , 2 π , and 3 π.
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Discussion
We have proposed a metamaterial which exhibits wave localization at the extremely low frequency. First, by add-
ing elastic foundations to each unit cell, we opened the extremely low bandgap. Subsequently, we investigated 
wave localization by imposing the normal defect, which is widely used to capture waves in the conventional 
wave localization systems. However, there were two limitations: wave localization was not achieved when a weak 
bandgap was generated, and the operating frequency of localization was still in the upper part of the bandgap. 
To overcome wave localization via normal defect, we proposed a novel metamaterial with a spiral cavity which 
can tune the resonating frequency depending on the length of the spiral path. By imposing on the spiral cavity 
inside the elastic foundation-induced metamaterial, we can shift down the resonating frequency of the cavity. 
We showed how to achieve wave localization for the cases in which wave localization was not achieved via nor-
mal defect by shifting down the operating frequency to 99.4 Hz. In addition, for the case where tc is 0.5 mm, we 
achieved a shift of operating frequency from 933.1 to 77.0 Hz with an increase in the spiral path. Finally, wave 
simulations were carried out not only to support the previous eigenfrequency study for the supercell, but also 
to verify that the finite-size metamaterial can also achieve wave localization at the extremely low frequencies. 
Even in the wave simulations, we observed wave localization at 77.3 Hz, which is definitely the lower part of 
extremely low bandgap.

The feasibility of wave localization at the extremely low frequency is not entirely certain because our study is 
based on numerical simulations, including eigenfrequency study for the supercells and wave propagation in the 
frequency domain. To obtain the more complete feasibility, a fixed boundary to induce zero motion on the unit 
cells and consideration of the deflection of the X-shaped bar by the gravity effect would be required. Although 
providing a quasi-zero motion can induce a very low frequency bandgap and increasing tc can bring a the more 
suitable wave localization condition due to the higher cut off frequency, it has a slightly different condition from 
the cases covered in this study. We hope that frontier research on the realization of the exquisite metamaterials 
can overcome this limitation with the analysis of quantitative approaches under external conditions, such as 
zero motion and gravity.

Throughout this study, it is possible to achieve wave localization at the extremely low frequency with the 
compact size of the metamaterial, a combination of the bandgap by elastic foundation effect and the spiral cavity 
with the long spiral path. Our study at the extremely low frequency can expand the scope of new research on 
wave localization, which has mostly focused on the high frequency. In addition, our findings are expected to have 
high engineering potential for various practical applications based on wave manipulation or vibration shielding 
by achieving wave localization at the extremely low frequencies where waves are difficult to dissipate in nature. 
(i.e., a highly sensitive sensing system to detect the impalpable oscillation can be achieved by amplifying the 
waves, a highly efficient dissipation system by simply adding dissipative material just to the spiral cavity, and an 
extremely dense mechanical-energy harvesting system by attaching the piezoelectric material on the spiral cavity.)
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